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Abstract This paper deals with the occurrence of hot spot

phenomena in photovoltaic (PV) systems under partial

shading caused by objects on some parts of the modules.

An interesting case of diffuse shadows is determined by

overhead distribution lines whose path crosses or are in the

proximity of the PV power plants. Investigating the impact

of these shadows on reducing the power production of PV

or on damaging the PV modules as the modules’ temper-

ature is increasing, is of high interest. At the SolarTech

laboratory of Politecnico di Milano, the conditions for hot

spot phenomena occurrence due to the overhead lines

shading the PV cells were reproduced. Two experimental

campaigns were carried out to investigate the current–

voltage and power–voltage characteristics, and the energy

production. In each experimental campaign, the built

shading structure was considered fixed and different

shading conditions were created based on the natural dis-

placement of the sun. The hot spot phenomena was

revealed on a field PV installation in Italy, caused my

medium voltage overhead lines shading the PV cells, using

infrared imagery.

Keywords Photovoltaic � Hot spot phenomenon � Infrared

imagery � Experimental analysis

Introduction

Under partial shading, the PV cell electrically operates as

load, and the electrical power is transformed into heat

causing the increase of temperature. The high temperature

can damage the PV cell or can melt the welding, a phe-

nomenon known as hot spot. The hot spot phenomena can

lead to the irreversible damage of the cell and an important

reduction of module power performances. The in-depth

analysis of the most common defects of PV modules was

carried out in [1].

Experimental measurements and simulations were car-

ried out on four single cell modules for analyzing the actual

temperature inside the module in the vicinity of hot spots in

[2]. Simulation results demonstrated that hot spots located

close to the PV module’s edge have higher temperatures

than the ones located in the module. Reference [3] presents

four cases of hot spots in a real PV system, i.e., unwashed

large bird droppings, dirt fixed at PV panel edges. Thermo-

graphic analysis was conducted in each case, revealing a

temperature difference between shaded and non-shaded

cells of approximately 19 �C. Reference [4] presents the

procedure methodology to carry out quality checks of in-

field PV systems connected to the grid. The thermal

imaging was proved to be a baseline method to identify the

faulted modules with hot spots caused by damaged cells.

The influence of partial shading on the number of maxi-

mum power points was studied through simulations in [5],

considering variations of the ambient parameters under

shading occurrences. The obtained results were validated

through experiments for establishing if the operating

maximum power point (MPP) of the PV system is a local

or global MPP [6, 7]. A hot spot phenomenon on a PV cell

was revealed with a thermal camera under partial shading

of this cell, the temperature exceeding 40 �C [8].
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Electroluminescence and thermal imaging was used to

highlight the hot spot effect occurrence, determined by

reduced manufactured contact, over the bus-bars of two

cells within a multi-crystalline silicon PV module [9].

Reference [10] proposes and experimentally validates a

model to predict the hot spot temperatures in a PV module

with 60 multi-crystalline silicon cells under shading con-

ditions, in a climate controlled chamber.

In PV power plants, there are objects that are causing

diffuse shadows on some areas of the modules. Among

these, it is interesting the case determined by overhead

distribution lines path crossing or in the vicinity of the PV

plants (see Fig. 1). In PV field plants, some hot spot phe-

nomena were recorded using the infrared imagery linked to

the shadow of MV power lines. Understanding if these

shadows determines a reduction of PV power production or

are damaging the PV modules, considering the abnormal

temperature behavior of the modules, is of high interest.

However, the impact of shadows and hot spots on opera-

tional efficiency and lifetime of PV systems have been

scarcely addressed in the scientific literature.

The conditions for reproducing the shading influence of

overhead distribution lines on the PV modules were

reconstructed at the SolarTech laboratory of Politecnico di

Milano, Italy [11].

The conditions were analyzed for investigating the

module I–V curves, but also the energy generation. The

results reveal a deviation both of the temperature (with

respect to the case without shading) and of the curve I–V.

The condition of more modules series connected can

lead to situations where the power losses can be higher. In

each experimental campaign, the built shading structure

was considered fixed and different shading conditions were

created based on the natural displacement of the sun. In

addition, the electrical currents of a PV power plant were

monitored and recorded; in particular the currents of some

PV arrays connected in parallel, and the voltage (PV arrays

affected or not by shading).

Shading caused by an overhead wire

The study of shading on a PV generator is usually based on

the assumption that the sun is a point source of light placed

at infinite distance from the PV generator surface. This

approximation can be accepted as long as the objects

causing shading appears from the PV generator surface

point of view, much bigger than the solar disk. The

apparent size, also known as angular diameter, is an

angular measure that allows quantifying how large a sphere

appears from a given point of view. The apparent size d is

defined as:

d ¼ 2 � tg�1 d

2 � D

� �
ð1Þ

where d is the actual diameter of the sphere and D is the

distance to the object. The idea of angular diameter is easy

to extend to non-circular objects. For these, two measures

are typically given: the major diameter, and the minor

diameter. The 2D geometric model of the PV generator

shaded by an overhead wire is shown in Fig. 2. In this case,

the apparent size of the wire is defined as in (1), where d is

the diameter of the wire and D is the distance between

overhead wire and PV generator surface.

The diameter of the MV overhead lines wire is usually

between 10 and 20 mm, and their average height above the

ground level is approximately 10 m. Considering a dis-

tance between the PV modules and overhead wire between

5 and 10 m, the minimum and maximum wire are 0.057�
and 0.23�, respectively.

The apparent size of the sun is approximately 0.53�. The

model of Fig. 3, which takes into account the diameter of

the sun, has to be considered for the study of the shading

caused by the MV overhead line. The actual shading

caused by the overhead wire consists of two regions. In the

umbra (dark gray) region, the sun is completely obscured

by the wire and no direct irradiation is present. In the

penumbra (light gray) region, the sun is partially obscured

by the wire and a reduced direct irradiation is present.

Since the umbra has finite extent behind the wire, two

kinds of shading can occur. The umbra reaches the PV

module (as shown in Fig. 3a) if the apparent size of wire is

higher than the apparent size of sun, otherwise (as shown in

Fig. 3b) the PV module is placed only in penumbra.

Fig. 1 PV plant in center of Italy crossed by a MV line
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Fig. 2 Apparent size of wire
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Experimental setup and procedure of experiment

The experimental campaign was carried out at Solar Tech

Lab of Politecnico di Milano, Italy. The PV modules of the

Solar Tech Lab are located as shown in Fig. 4. More

information regarding the PV characteristics of Solar Tech

Lab are presented in [12]. All modules are facing south,

placed on a structure tilted at 30� and with an azimuth of 6�
eastward. For the experimental campaign, the structure

supporting the cable (outside diameter 30 mm) that simu-

lates the medium voltage overhead line wires was built and

illustrated in Fig. 5. The structure supporting the cable has

3 m height. The apparent size of the cable is approximately

0.48�, therefore the partial shading of Fig. 3b is repro-

duced. The shading tests were performed on a poly-crys-

talline PV module with 60 cells, three bypass diodes, and

rated power of 245 W.

Two typologies of experimental tests were performed:

• current–voltage characteristic. This test recorded the I–

V curve in agreement with the requirements and

procedures stipulated in [13–15] and [4]. Different

operating conditions and partial shadings were consid-

ered, and the P–V curve was reproduced.

• energy production monitoring. In this test, each PV

module was connected to the AC grid through a micro-

inverter and the actual working condition (in term of

AC and DC voltage), current and power were mea-

sured. The period of partial shading application was

taken into account.

The weather conditions were monitored with a meteo-

rological station equipped with sensors for solar radiation,

temperature humidity and wind speed/direction [12]. Solar

irradiation was measured with three different sensors: a net

radiometer for the measurement of the direct normal irra-

diance (DNI) and two pyranometers for the measurement

of total, respectively, diffuse irradiation on a horizontal

plane.

Current–voltage characteristic

The I–V curves were measured on the same PV module

under different shading conditions created by the cable

simulating the overhead wire and the natural displacement

of the sun. Each I–V curve of the PV module under analysis

was obtained with a network analyser. The diagram of the

measurement system is illustrated in Fig. 6. Detailed pre-

sentation of the measurement procedure is given in [12].

The I–V curve measurements were performed every 5 min

on clear-sky conditions. Each measurement follows the

sequence:

• 10 consecutive measurements with the PV module

under shading conditions; these measurements were

then averaged to reduce uncertainty.

• the measurement of the I–V curve (the 11th one),

without shading on the PV panel surface, such that to

Sun Overhead 
wire

PV module

Umbra

Penumbra

(a)

Umbra

Penumbra

PV module

Sun Overhead 
wire

(b)

Fig. 3 Geometric model for the evaluation of the shading caused by

the overhead wire

Fig. 4 PV modules installed at Solar Tech Lab, Politecnico di

Milano

Fig. 5 Built structure for simulating medium voltage overhead lines

shading
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obtain the I–V reference characteristic of the module in

case of temperature and irradiation conditions as for the

previous measurements.

The shadow position during the monitoring campaign

was registered through pictures (as shown in Fig. 7).

During each measurement, the temperature of the PV

module was measured using the Fluke Ti25 infrared

thermo-camera [16]. In addition, the global irradiation on

the PV surface was measured through the sensors of the

meteorological station.

The obtained results are reported in Table 1.

Figure 8 illustrates the I–V and P–V characteristics of

reference (unshaded) and shaded PV modules at time

instant 12:15. In addition, the value of the maximum power

points in the shaded and reference conditions is reported.

Figure 9 shows the values of the maximum power points

(shadowed and reference) as a function of time from 11:00,

when only one cell in the bottom left area of the module is

partially shaded, to 13:00 when the shadow crosses on the

whole PV module.

The analysis shows a minimum reduction of the PMPP

power when shading due to an overhead line occurs.

Energy production monitoring results

The energy production tests were carried out considering

the cable, simulating the overhead wire, shading the PV

module connected at its inverter for the normal operation.

The data were recorded using the monitoring software of

the inverter. This test compared the PV module production

under partial shading with the production of modules not

affected by shading.

Figure 10 shows the power generated by a partially

shaded PV module (blue line) and by unshaded PV mod-

ules (orange line). Figure 10 also illustrates the power

difference among the due curves (red line).

Fig. 6 Flowchart of the measuring system

Fig. 7 Shadow position during

the experimental campaign (a),

and thermal image of the same

PV module (b) (brightness and

contrast were optimized to

highlight the shadow)

Table 1 Recorded data of the PV module

Time instant IMPP

sh

VMPP

sh

PMPP

sh

IMPP

meas

VMPP

meas

PMPP

meas

11.00 5.95 26.20 155.8 6.07 26.03 157.9

11.15 6.31 25.85 163.2 6.39 25.88 165.3

11:30 6.77 25.55 172.9 6.73 25.74 173.2

11.45 6.76 25.75 174.1 6.87 25.75 176.9

12:00 6.79 25.45 172.9 6.77 25.86 175.0

12:15 7.06 25.80 182.1 7.16 25.51 182.5

12:30 7.11 25.60 181.9 7.18 25.63 184.0

12:45 7.22 25.75 186.0 7.33 25.55 187.3

Fig. 8 I–V and P–V characteristics of reference (unshaded) and

shaded PV modules @12:15 during the experimental campaign
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Figure 11 illustrates the thermal analysis performed

with the infrared camera during this test. The experimental

results reveal that an important decrease of power is not

observed.

The partially shaded cells continue to operate as gen-

erators. The power trend is similar to the other modules

without shading.

Field case study

In a PV system located in the north-east part of Italy (see

Figs. 12, 13), the hot spot phenomenon determined by the

overhead MV line wires shading the PV cells was recorded

(as shown in Figs. 14, 15). Figure 12 shows an overview of

the PV plant: the wires of the MV line crossing the PV field

and its poles are highlighted. Figure 13 shows the detail of

the PV generator were hot spots were recorded. The path of

the MV wires and the pole within the PV plant are high-

lighted; the eight strings, connected to the same string box,

analyzed in this work, are identified.

Fig. 9 Maximum power points in the shaded and reference condi-

tions during the experimental campaign

Fig. 10 Recorded input power for one shaded (blue line) and one

unshaded (orange line) module, and comparison among them (right

axes and red line)

Fig. 11 Picture (a) and thermal

image (b) of the shaded module

during energy test (brightness

and contrast have been

optimized to highlight the

shadow)

Fig. 12 PV plant crossed by a MV line under analysis

Fig. 13 Detail of the PV plant: the MV line, the pole and the strings

under analysis are highlighted
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PV plant and MV line main features

The rated power of the aforementioned PV plant is about

1 MW, and it is connected to the MV grid through a

single inverter. The PV generator is composed of about

200 strings, each of 20 modules connected in parallel.

The parallel connection of the strings is carried out using

the usual scheme based on two parallel levels. The first

parallel level is made from the connection of groups of

eight strings in smart string boxes distributed over the

field. The second parallel level is made from the con-

nection of each string box output to the DC input of the

centralized inverter smart string boxes measure each

string current and the common string voltage. The mon-

itoring system stores the average value of these electrical

measures every 15 min. The MV line crossing the PV

generator consists of three overhead wires with section of

150 mm2. The pole within the photovoltaic field is 12 m

high. The height above ground level of the wires is

approximately 10.5, 11 and 11.5 m, respectively. The MV

line and the surface of the PV modules are not parallel;

the apparent size of the wires is evaluated taking into

account the average distance between wires and the center

of string #1: it results approximately in 0.10�, and the

partial shading of Fig. 3b occurs.

Thermal analysis

The visual and thermal inspection was carried out on April

26, 2015 [17]. The analysis of the thermal images reveal

the overheating of some cells shaded by the overhead line

in the string #1, and the most cold and most hot points are

reported in Tables 2 and 3. The results reveal a hot spot

temperature between 10 and 20 �C, and a small current

reduction. This is in agreement with [18]. In fact, not all the

modules presenting a hot spot with a higher temperature

than the average temperature of the module between 10 and

20 �C have an effective power loss (measured as a decrease

in the operating voltage in relation to a non-defective/

shaded module of the same string).

Electrical analysis

The string currents and voltages were monitored and recorded

for a period of 2 years. The analysis of these electrical quan-

tities focuses on the input currents of the string box where one

or more strings are affected by the shading created by the

overhead line wires, while the others are unshaded. Figure 16

shows the input currents of the string box, measured during the

day when the hot spot phenomenon was recorded. Despite the

presence of shading on the PV modules, the current generated

Fig. 14 Image of the field test

case: a visual inspection of PV

system shaded by overhead

lines, b thermal image of the PV

systems highlighting the 4

points reported in Table 2

Fig. 15 Image of the field test

case: a visual inspection of PV

system shaded by overhead

lines, b thermal image of the PV

systems highlighting the 4

points reported in Table 3
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by string #1 is very close to the current generated by the other

seven unshaded strings.

Figure 17 shows the currents of the shaded string and

the unshaded one (string #8 taken as reference) during a

sunny day, while Fig. 18 shows the same measures recor-

ded during a partial cloudy day. Partial shading occurs

between 10:00 and 15:00. In both cases, no significant

current reduction of the partially shaded string is observed.

Study of shadows

In addition to the overhead wires of the three-phase MV

line, near objects and structures draw visible shades on the

PV field. Near shading on one or more strings analyzed in

this work are caused by:

• the pole of the MV line within the PV field;

• the front row array;

• the metallic fence and poles for CCTV cameras and

lighting system, on the perimeter of the PV field;

• the building just across the border of the PV field.

Vicinity shading changes with month and time of the

day, and it has an effect on the PV strings here analyzed

only in the winter months. Figure 19 shows the currents

and the voltage of the PV strings in a sunny winter day

(January 28). Early in the morning, the front row shad-

owing and the vicinity shadow caused by the pole of the

MV line within the PV field affects all the strings from #1

to #7. From dawn to hour 9:15 only string #8, at the east

side of the array, is always unshaded. The morning front

row shadowing ends completely at 9:45 h. The shadow of

the MV line pole within the PV field causes a reduction in

the current produced by string #3 until 10:30 h and by

string #4 from 10:15 to 12:00 h. In the afternoon, the

shading produced by a pole near the string #1 causes the

string current reduction about half an hour before the

afternoon front row shadowing, at about 15:30 h. From

15:30 to 16:30 h only string #1 and string #2, at the west

Fig. 16 String current and voltage measured on April 26, 2015

Fig. 17 String current and voltage measured during a sunny day

Fig. 18 String current and voltage measured during a partially

cloudy day

Table 2 Recorded cell

parameters on 26/04/

2015@13:44:40

Temperature (�C) Emissivity degree Reflected temperature (�C)

Most cold point 1 (CS1) 31.4 0.94 20

Most cold point 2 (CS2) 30.7 0.94 20

Most warm point 1 (HS1) 41.4 0.94 20

Most warm point 2 (HS2) 47.9 0.94 20

Table 3 Recorded cell

parameters on 26/04/

2015@13:45:00

Temperature (�C) Emissivity degree Reflected temperature (�C)

Most cold point 1 (CS1) 32.7 0.94 20

Most warm point 1 (HS1) 53.6 0.94 20
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side of the array, are unshaded. Figure 20 shows the cur-

rents and the voltage of the PV strings in a sunny spring

day (April 21). There is no partial shading caused by

nearby objects or structures.

Vicinity shadings and the shading caused by the wires

crossing the PV field give rise to different effects. Vicinity

shadings have a direct impact on the string current, while

the shading caused by the overhead wires does not lead to a

significant reduction in the photo-generated current.

Moreover, nearby shadings occur only in the winter

months, while the shading caused by the overhead wires

occurs all over the year.

Conclusions

The experimental analysis conducted within the SolarTe-

chLab demonstrated the conditions for hot spot phe-

nomenon occurring during the normal operation of the PV

modules under shading due to overhead line wires with a

path crossing the PV field.

The tests results reveal a small reduction of MPP for the

shaded module compared with the MPP of PV module

without shading, for the same temperature and under uni-

form irradiation. During the measurement of the I–

V curves, a small temperature increase was registered only

for the shaded cells. In addition, the results of energy tests

did not reveal a significant reduction of generated energy,

within the same observation period, of the shaded PV

modules compared with the ones without shading.

Furthermore, the string currents and voltages in a real

PV plant affected by shading due to an overhead power line

were monitored and recorded for a period of 2 years. Also

in this case no evidence in power reduction was recorded.

Further developments of the conducted analysis focus

on various connection configurations of the PV modules

and the validation, with thermal models developed for PV

modules, of the temperature reached by the cells affected

by the hot spot phenomenon.
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